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main stupa at Sanchi, which, like it, is largely independent
of Greek influence and is much greater art than that of the
North-West Frontier, which is so obviously and so poorly
Greek.
Here at Sanchi we have, in fact, an art which is Indian,
and which sometimes rises to sublime heights, and we
can enjoy it in a perfect setting. It is easy here to let the
imagination have free play and to people this lovely hill-
top with a long procession of monks in yellow robes and
pilgrims in clean white garments as it winds its way up
the great stone stairs and enters by the Eastern gate.
Though this is not the earliest of the gates,1 it is part
of a scheme gradually completed, and was no doubt set
up so that the pilgrims should enter it as the rising
sun revealed the meaning of its sculptures. Here they
would pause as some revered teacher explained these sym-
bolic scenes of the young Sakyamuni leaving his father's
city—his horse and the royal umbrella tell us what is
happening—of his illumination beneath the Bo-tree—an
empty seat is here the symbol—of the homage paid to him,
and of various miracles attributed to him until the Nirvana
is reached. This is symbolized by a stupa with worshippers,
human and divine. All this, however familiar, was a story
which they loved to hear; and there was ample time in the
long Indian day to follow the sun's course in the Buddhist
pradakshina around the platform of the stupa. At each
gateway they would pause to study its lessons afresh. Here
at the north is the Vessantara story set out in great detail
and that of the six-tusked elephant which is also told on two
other gateways.2 Here are incidents in the life of Sakya-
muni, such as the Temptation, and the gift of a bowl of
food by a monkey.
1	The South gate is the oldest.   For an admirable study of the East gate see
A. Foucher in The Beginnings of Buddhist Art, pp. 62-110,
2	For an interesting interpretation of the development of the art of Sanchi as
illustrated by these elephant scenes of the South and West gates—from the low
'tapestry' relief of the earlier to the high relief of the later—and also from a work
of creative genius to the more finished yet less masterly imitation—*ee Marshall's
Guide to Sanchi, pp. 1-4,

